
Lyme & Springtime: Tick Bite Interventions at Wisconsin Camps 
An insight into the risk of Lyme disease presented at summer camp and the strategies to overcome.  

 

The risk assessment tool was developed to aid camp directors in identifying aspects related to camp activities that may pose a risk to exposure to ticks. 

Ticks, specifically the deer tick, carries the pathogen which causes Lyme disease. After encountering a tick bite from a tick that has been infected with the 

pathogen, a camper or counselor may develop Lyme disease.  

In order to combat Lyme risk, first identify the category the camp is located in. One can accomplish this by an examination of the risk matrix below: 

 



How to Read Matrix: 
RISK CATEGORY ASSESSMENT: 

1. Find the “Categories” section of the Matrix. Ticks, Counselors, Campers, and Activities should all be listed under this with qualifications stretching 

across the table.  

2. Start on the Ticks row. Circle the most applicable answer relating to your camp. If you do not know the answer, make an estimate. 

3. Continue doing this for all the categories listed.  

4. At the end, look toward the Risk Category column at the top of the matrix. Write the corresponding number in the column to the right. 

5. Add these numbers together and write the sum in the Action Score box below. 

6. See the right most column titled Action Score and match up the camp action score with the action score listed below.  

RISK MATRIX INTERVENTION: 

1. Under the Intervention table is a list of various topics related to preventative measures. 

2. Read through each measure noting the prevention strategies in relation to your camp and circle the choice listed under the strategies which 

coincides most with your camp.   

3. Afterwards, you can click on the hyperlinked words to learn more about the prevention strategies not used at your camp.  
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